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MAP 06 OWNERSHIP
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MAP 07 PROTECTION OF MONUMENTS
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Map 09 Captions

Boundaries
- State boundaries
- Administrative district boundary
- District boundary
- Community boundary

Residential Area Structure
- Existing priority residential area
- Planned priority residential area
- Existing industrial and commercial priority area
- Planned industrial and commercial priority area
- Existing industrial and commercial priority area (potentially stockpile)
- Residential limitation area
- Summer residence area, existing/planned holiday resort
- Federal government priority area
- Existing/planned regional logistics centre

Nature and Landscape
- Nature and landscape priority area
- Nature and landscape reserved area
- Regional green belt priority area
- Special climate functions reserved area

Water Supply
- Groundwater protection reserved area

Highwater Protection
- Highwater prevention priority area
- Highwater prevention reserved area
- Existing/planned retention basin

Agriculture and Forestry
- Agricultural priority area
- Agricultural reserved area
- Forestry priority area
- Forestry reserved area

Raw Material Protection
- Existing priority area for the mining of deposits close to the surface
- Priority area for the mining of deposits close to the surface up to 20 ha
- Planned priority area for the mining of deposits close to the surface
- Planned priority area for the mining of deposits close to the surface up to 20 ha
- Reserved area for the mining of deposits close to the surface up to 20 ha

Energy Supply
- Existing high-voltage overhead lines including transformation plant
- Planned high-voltage overhead line including transformation plant
- Demanding of overhead lines
- Existing power plant
- Planned power plant
- Existing priority area for wind power use
- Planned priority area for wind power use
- Existing pipeline
- Planned pipeline

Waste and Sewage Disposal
- Existing waste disposal plant
- Existing sewage works

Air Transportation
- Existing Airport
- Planned airport
- Existing airfield

Railway Transportation
- Existing long-distance transport route
- Planned long-distance transport route
- Planned regional or light rail traffic
- Planned regional or light rail traffic
- Line maintenance of abandoned routes
- Existing regular stop of long-distance transport
- Existing regular stop of regional or light rail traffic
- Planned regular stop of regional or light rail traffic
- Planned regular stop of regional or light rail traffic
- Existing commercial transport centre/terminal of combined transportation
- Planned commercial transport centre/terminal of combined transportation

Road Transportation
- Existing main road, min. four tracks
- Planned main road, min. four tracks
- Existing main road, min. two or three tracks
- Planned main road, min. two or three tracks
- Other existing roads of regional relevance
- Other planned roads of regional relevance
- Existing junction
- Planned junction

The building of wind power plants in Meßlaun and Riefel is only possible if the application for inclusion of this area in the Rhine biosphere reservation is rejected.
MAP 10 SOUTH HESSEAN REGIONAL PLAN 2010 – REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT CULTURAL & ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONUMENTS
MAP 10 CAPTIONS

- World heritage site Upper Middle Rhine Valley
- Buffer Zone Upper Middle Rhine Valley
- World Heritage site (Abbey and Altenmünster of Lorsch, Messel Pit Fossil Site)
- World heritage site Upper German-Raetian Limes
- Odenwald Limes and Fortifications
- Outstanding, regionally / supra-regionally significant cultural monuments (areal)
- Outstanding, regionally / supra-regionally significant cultural monuments
- Areas with exceptionally high densities of archaeological monuments
Land-use plan with landscape plan of the City of Darmstadt
April 2006, Current version with amendments and adjustments / July 2018, Basic Scale 1: 20 000
1. Roads
2. Redevelopment areas according to Urban Development Act (StBauFG)
3. Boundaries, watercourses
4. Contour lines
5. Functional characteristics according to sections 3 (5) Federal Building Code (BaugB)
332.1 City of Darmstadt, aerial view, detail, photo 2007
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LOCATION OF THE “MATHILDENHÖHE DARMSTADT” IN THE CITY AREA
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GRÜNDERZEIT TERRACED HOUSING
**MAP**

**DEMARICATION OF BOUNDARIES**

**PROPERTY**
- 4.98 ha (ID-No. 001: 4.82 ha, ID-No. 002: 0.16 ha)

**BUFFER ZONE**
- 36.95 ha

**ID-NUMBERS**
- **ID-No. 001** UTM-Zone 32, E 476100 N 5124950
- **ID-No. 002** UTM-Zone 32, E 475860 N 5124780

**STREET- AND LAND PLOTS**
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BOUNDARIES

MAP
DEMARcation of Boundaries – Most Eastern Part of the Buffer Zone
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MAP

ALL EXHIBITION BUILDINGS 1901–14

PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY BUILDINGS

- Blue: 1901 Exhibition
- Green: 1904 Exhibition
- Purple: 1908 Exhibition
- Red: 1914 Exhibition
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MAP  ALL EXHIBITION BUILDINGS 1901–14 OVERLAY WITH CURRENT STATE
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PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY BUILDINGS

1902 Exhibition
1904 Exhibition
1908 Exhibition
1914 Exhibition
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PATHS CHARACTERISED BY MOSAIC SETT PAVINGS
Map Ownership

Property
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Buffer Zone

Municipal Property

State-Owned Property

Private and Church Owned Property
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PROPERTY 5.37 ha (ID-No. 001: 5.21 ha, ID-No. 002: 0.16 ha)
BUFFER ZONE 76.54 ha

ID-NO. 001 UTM-Zone 32, E 476100 N 5524950
ID-NO. 002 UTM-Zone 32, E 475860 N 5524780

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP
BOUNDARIES OF THE PROPERTY AND ITS BUFFER ZONE
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